**Axis breaks in a graph a with customized axis (“from column”)**

When you have a graph with customized axis (“tick labels from column”), and you add an axis break to this axis, the display of the tick labels will be wrong if the break spans one or more ticks.

a) If you add a break between two adjacent rows of the “from column” column, the graph will look normal (Graph A, below).
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b) If you add a break which includes one or more of the “from column” rows, the graph will look wrong (Graph B, below). This is because the values of the “tick label” column are applied as is, and do not consider the break.
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The workaround is:
Remove those rows from the tick and tick label columns which fall into the break (see Graph C, below).
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This also applies to a graph with date string tick labels taken from a worksheet column.